130CR
Compact, easy-to-use cash
register, with simple keyboard
operation. Ideal for small
businesses.
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The Casio 130CR is an incredibly
compact cash register, with
simple keyboard operation
and up to 100 PLU’s across 4
departments, making it ideal for
the small business.

130CR

Easy to operate

Reports and useful functions

The 130CR has been designed with
ease of use in mind. It features large,
clear keys and a rotary mode switch
for easy start-up and mode changes.

To help you manage your business more effectively, the
130CR can run 4 useful reports. These reports allow you
to view your sales across a range of parameters.
• Financial reports - allow you to quickly monitor your
sales during business hours
• Periodic reports - allow you to monitor sales for a
specific sales period
• PLU reports - allow you to monitor sales of the 100
PLU items programmed into the cash register
• General control reports - allow you to monitor sales
across up to four departments

With 100 PLU’s, across 4 easy to
access departments, the 130CR
allows you to quickly and accurately
register products for sale, ensuring
items are sold quickly and at the
correct price. By allocating items to
the 4 departments, you are able to
categorise the products that you sell,
giving you more useful reports of high
selling lines.
The 130CR also features a useful automatic time
switching function for Daylight Saving Time.

Three methods of payment
The 130CR gives you the choice of three methods of
payment - cash, cheque or credit. All transactions will be
registered against one of these payment types, allowing
you to accurately determine how much cash you should
have at the end of the day.

Financial report

VAT calculation

Specifications

To make VAT calculation easier, the 130CR can calculate
the VAT component of both add-in (prices with VAT
included) and add-on (prices that need VAT added on).

Operator display		

Calculator function
The 130CR features a useful calculator function. By simply
turning the mode key, the numeric keys on the cash
register can be used like a calculator for making more
complex calculations. The calculator function can also
be used whilst in the middle of a transaction, with the
calculated figure being imported back into the transaction.
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Printer

7 segments x 8 digits

Printing method drum-serial printing
Paper width

57.5mm +0.5mm

Memory back-up		

1-year data backup (3 x manganese batteries)

Power consumption

AC 230V: Operating 0.05A

Operating environment

Temperature: 0 to 40OC

		

Humidity: 10 to 90%RH

Dimensions (w/ med. drawer) 250 (H) x 410 (W) x 450 (D) mm
Weight (w/ med. drawer)

Approx. 9 kg

Specifications and design are subject to change without notice

